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Abstract
In this paper, an electrically tunable reflectarray metasurface for two dimensional (2D) beam
steering is designed by integration of a thin layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) material into a metal-
insulator-metal (MIM) plasmonic unit-cell. The reflectarray is composed of square-shaped patch
nanoantennas placed on a stack of insulator-ITO-metallic ground plane. The resonant
characteristic of unit-cell and the accumulation of carrier density at the interface of ITO-insulator
play key roles in obtaining over 250° of phase agility at around 218 terahertz (THz), by
electrically varying the bias voltage. An array of unit-cells with integrated ITO and 2D voltage
biasing distribution (from the side) offer the possibility of designing a reconfigurable antenna in
which the main beam can be steered to relatively large angles in both θ- and j- planes at
carefully selected operating frequency. The significant advantage of this design is the
dynamically adjustable radiation pattern in both azimuth and elevation planes even after
fabrication.

Keywords: metasurfaces, optical engineering, phase shift, beam steering, indium tin oxide

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

In general, a reflectarray antenna includes an array of
reflecting elements with the capability of controlling the
reflection phase (ideally 360°) for each element which will
lead to the creation of a desired wavefront. This phase var-
iation has been realized commonly through utilizing elements
having variable geometry, physical dimensions, and orienta-
tion [1, 2]. Since the functionality of the conventional
reflectarray antennas is restricted to a fixed beam profile and
cannot be tuned after fabrication, the modeling and design of
an electrically tunable metasurface has significant importance.
In microwave regimes, electrically tunable reflectarrays have
been implemented by integrating varactor and PIN diodes
within the inclusions [3–5]. By tuning the reversed applied
voltage the varactor’s capacitance and the operating states of
PIN diodes can be changed which result in the control of the
reflection phase. The recent advances in gate-tunable

materials could facilitate the realization of reconfigurable
metasurfaces in broad ranges of THz to near infrared (NIR)
spectrums. In low-THz frequencies, graphene has versatile
tunability by the change of electrochemical potential via
chemical doping, magnetic field, and electrostatic gating. In
[6], a tunable graphene-based reflectarray antenna has been
proposed in which the phase of the reflected field at each
square graphene patch as a building block of the proposed
array can be controlled through the chemical potential var-
iation and adjustment of the surface conductivity of graphene.

As a promising candidate in the NIR regime, the inte-
gration of transparent conducting oxide materials like ITO
into a metasurface under the influence of an applied external
voltage can lead to a significant advantage of adjustable
functionality. The presented ITO applications can be divided
into two main categories. First, metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) multilayer stack is deposited on top of a silicon
waveguide [7–10]. The physical mechanism behind these
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plasmonic modulators is the control of gap plasmonic modes
through the ITO accumulation layer. An ultracompact ‘Plas-
MOStor’ consisting of an ITO-filled slot plasmonic wave-
guide which operates based on field-effect modulation has
been studied in [11–15]. Second, an ITO-insulator layer is
embedded in metal from both sides [16]. The light can be
strongly confined in MIM structures due to its Fabry-Pérot-
like resonance [17]. This well-known feature can be utilized
to achieve total absorption or facilitate the manipulation of
light. A perfect electrically tunable infrared absorption is
realized by a thin layer of ITO deposited on an array of gold
nanostrip antennas in [18].

In [19], it has been demonstrated that integration of ITO
into strip antennas can steer the beam towards a desired dif-
fracted angle in the θ- plane (one dimensional beam scanning)
by applying different voltages to multi-level grating systems.
This reflectarray antenna can operate only over the electric
field with polarization perpendicular to the vertical strips.
Following this idea, we leverage the resonant property of
MIM structures and the gate-tunability of ITO to realize an
electrically tunable reflectarray capable of two dimensional
(2D) beam steering (both θ- and j- planes) and operating over
both linear polarizations (i.e. perpendicular and parallel) at
NIR regime. The integration of a thin layer of ITO into a
square-shaped patch nanoantenna as the building block of
plasmonic reflectarray offers the feasible control over the
phase of each element via the tunable gate biasing of ITO. We
employ the phased array concept which is based on the
individual biasing and managing the progressive phase-delay
of nanoantennas in an array to manage the beam steering
angle. The unit-cells are linked by connecting wires inserted
in between thus the DC voltages can be simply applied from
one side of the structure.

2. Design and structural parameters

Figure 1(a) demonstrates the schematic overview of the pro-
posed electrically tunable reflectarray antenna. A square-
shaped patch antenna is considered with the width of
w=320 nm and the period of P=500 nm. The stand-off
layer consists of a 26 nm-thick ITO layer and a 12 nm-thick
alumina e » 3Al O2 3( ) which is placed between an optically
thick gold substrate (back mirror) and an upper gold patch.
The thickness of the back mirror substrate is chosen to be
larger than skin depth of gold and its value is fixed at
100 nm. The optical behavior of gold is described through
its dispersive permittivity which can be approximated
by the Drude model in the NIR spectral region as:
e w e e w w w= - + G¥

-i ,Au p0
2 1( ) [ ( ( )) ] with e =¥ 1.53, the

plasma frequency of w p= ´2 2.069 PHz,p and the collision
frequency of pG = ´2 17.64 THz. The proposed 1D and 2D
voltage biasing structures are also shown in figures 1(b) and
(c), respectively. The DC voltage is applied across the top
gold nanopatch and the bottom gold back mirror. It will be
shown that the thin biasing lines which are inserted in-
between have negligible artifacts on the element response. In
figure 1(b), all elements located in the same row are

electrically net connected and will be managed by the same
bias voltage and the different rows can be independently
biased. Therefore, a 1D beam scanning (elevation plane) can
be achieved. Figure 1(c) shows another biasing layout which
can be utilized to obtain more degrees of freedom and control
each unit-cell individually, thus the radiation pattern can be
manipulated in both elevation and azimuth planes as shown
schematically in figure 1(d).

The general properties of the ITO film are attributed to
both pre- and post-deposition treatments as well as the used
technique. Sputtering is the most well-known approach in
comparison with other methods such as spray pyrolysis and
screen printing for the deposition of ITO. By controlling the
ITO sputtering process via the oxygen content, the tin-to-
indium ratio, temperature, and pressure, various values of
dielectric function of ITO are reported in [7–16, 18–20]. The
permittivity of conducting oxide ITO can be described by a
Drude function in which w ,p e¥, and G are usually calculated
by data fitting of the experimentally obtained transmittance
and reflectance of the ITO film. Plasma frequency is related to
the carrier density N and the electron effective mass
* = ´m m0.35 0 as *w e= Ne m ,p

2 2
0( ) where e is the elec-

tron charge and m0 is the electron rest mass. In order to shift
the plasma frequency into the NIR regime, the carrier con-
centration should be in the range of - -10 10 cm .20 21 3 In this
paper, it is assumed that the background carrier concentration
of ITO is ´ -3 10 cm20 3(w = ´1.6517 10p

15 rad s−1),
e =¥ 2.17, and G = 190 THz [18, 19].

In [9, 16], the effect of the applied voltage bias on the
carrier density of the ITO layer is studied based on the
Thomas–Fermi screening theory and the averaging of the
carrier density over the whole ITO layer. In a more accurate

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the proposed reflectarray
metasurface for electrically tunable beam steering. (b) 1D and (c) 2D
biasing schemes in order to achieve dynamic phase control over the
unit-cells. (d) General concept of realizing an adjustable radiation
pattern to any spatial 2D direction [θ, j].
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approach, an ultra-thin accumulation layer (5±1 nm) can be
considered at the insulator-ITO interface in which the
refractive index alters with the applied field [20]. Under the
applied modulating voltage (0 V to 2.5 V), the carrier con-
centrations at the insulator-ITO interface increases ( ´1 1021

to ´ -2.83 10 cm .22 3 ) This change in the carrier density is
accompanied by the increment of the effective plasma fre-
quency ( ´2.097 1015 to ´4.672 1015 rad s−1) and unity-
order refractive index changes within an ultrathin (5±1 nm)
accumulation layer (table 1 in [20]). In this paper, we follow
the latter approach and a 0.66-fold increase of plasma fre-
quency of ITO ( ´1.6517 1015 to ´2.75 1015 rad s−1) is
considered which is attainable based on the presented
experimental results in [19, 20]. In [19], a 5-fold increase of
the carrier concentration (i.e. 1.45-fold increase of the plasma
frequency) has been achieved by varying the voltage bias
from 0 to 6 V. It is worth noting that the breakdown voltages
for various thicknesses of the Al2O3 insulation layer (2 nm,
5 nm, and 10 nm) have been determined in the supporting
information of [14]. Here, a 12 nm-thick alumina is assumed
to guarantee a breakdown voltage higher than 4 V.

Figures 2(a) and (b) represent the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) full-wave simulation results for the realized
reflection amplitude and phase of the proposed unit-cell
excited by x-polarized incident wave for different plasma
frequencies of the accumulation layer at the operating fre-
quency of 218.2 THz. The reflection amplitude is almost
constant and varies slightly around 0.2. This is also consistent
with the results presented in [19]. In addition, a wide range of
phase changes (≈250°) is realized through the coincidence of
two physical phenomena. First, the patch unit-cell behaves as
a Fabry–Pérot-like resonator for the guided modes in the
insulator layer at =f 218.2 THz. This resonance is a well-
known characteristic of MIM structures and it has been

widely utilized in fixed beam reflectarray antennas to achieve
desired phase distributions by changing the period, height,
and width of gold nanopatches. Second, by the increment of
the voltage bias between the gold nanopatch and the back
mirror, the carrier density in ITO increases and an accumu-
lation layer will be formed at the Al2O3-ITO interface (black
line in the inset of figure 2(a)). This results in the variation of
the effective plasma frequency (corresponding to the complex
permittivity) and a change in the phase of the reflected beam.
Specifically, the physical mechanism behind this phenom-
enon can be described as the significant phase change which
occurs due to the zero-crossing of permittivity of the active
layer of ITO. The effect of biasing lines on the performance of
unit-cells are also studied. As shown in figure 2, the reflection
response is negligibly disturbed for different widths of biasing
lines ( =w 10,bias 20, and 40 nm). The thickness of biasing
lines is considered ≈5 nm (skin depth of gold in the operating
frequency). It is a well-known concept in microwave regimes
that when the width of connecting wires is very thin, the wire
grid will not affect much the antenna radiation [21, 22]. It
may only cause an insignificant cross polarization. In addi-
tion, the radiation of a biasing line as a horizontal current
element (parallel to x-y plane) will be cancelled based on the
image theory in the presence of a ground plane. It is worth
noting that the patch antenna has a magnetic mode radiation
mechanism [23].

When the unit-cell is not biased, the background and
active layer of ITO have the same positive dielectric constants

e< <0 1ITO( ) thus acts like a dielectric. Figure 3(a) repre-
sents the near field distribution of the normal component of
the electric field Ez( ) which clarifies the dielectric character-
istic e = + i0.745 0.198ITO( ) of the ITO layer without any
significant electric confinement in the active layer of ITO.
With a gate voltage, the 26 nm-thick ITO layer splits into two
layers, a 20 nm unaffected layer and a 6 nm accumulation
layer. By the increment of the voltage bias, the permittivity of
active ITO decreases and phase change becomes more sig-
nificant. Figure 3(b) clearly represents a considerable electric
field confinement at Al2O3-ITO interface with near-zero
permittivity e = + i0.08 0.2897 .ITO( ) At the interface of
ITO and Al2O3, the normal components of the electric flux
density should be continuous. Therefore, an intensive electric
field will be excited at the boundary once the permittivity of
ITO goes to zero.

Figure 2. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the reflection coefficient as
a function of the effective plasma frequency of the accumulation
layer at the operating frequency of =f 218.2 THz. The reflection
response is studied for different widths of connecting wires
( =w 10,bias 20, and 40 nm) and negligibly perturbed. The insets of
(a) and (b) show the cross-sectional and top views of unit-cell with
the structural parameters, respectively.

Figure 3. The near field distribution of the normal component of
electric field Ez( ) in the x–z plane (a) without the gate bias and (b)
with sufficient gate bias to form near-zero permittivity
(w = ´2.0 10p

15 rad s−1) at the active layer of ITO (Al2O3-ITO
interface).
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3. One-dimensional beam steering

In order to design a reflectarray with the possibility of reflecting
the x-polarized incoming beam into a specific direction of θ
(angle from the z-axis) and j (angle from the x-axis) as shown
in figure 1(d), the required reflection phase-delay distribution in
the x–y plane can be calculated based on the phased array
concept as y p l q j j= +x y x y, 2 sin cos sin( ) ( ) ( ) [1].
As a starting point, we assume a 20×20 (7.25λ×7.25λ)
array of plasmonic patch antennas with a 1D biasing scheme
in such a way that the elements which are in the y-direction
have the same voltage bias. In other words, the reflectarray is
uniform along the y-direction resulting in j=0 (elevation
plane). In order to realize a reflection with the steering angles
of θ=12°, 30°, 50°, and 70° at =f 218.2 THz, the required
phase profiles, ψ(x), are plotted in figures 4(a) and (b). In our
approach, the continuous phase function is approximated with
discrete steps (markers in figure 4) in the x-direction and the
unit-cells along the y-axis are kept with the same phase shift.
In figure 4, nx refers to the unit-cell number along the x-
direction. It is worth noting that a unit-cell cannot cover phase
delays larger than 250° (as shown in figure 2(b)) so the
required phase shifts larger than this limitation (the shadow
regions in figures 4(a) and (b)) are just replaced by the
maximum possible phase change (250°). In other words,
those elements are assumed under the influence of maximum
possible voltage bias (w = ´2.75 10p

15 rad s−1). It will be
shown that this approximation has negligible effects on
reflectarray antenna performance.

Figures 5(a)–(d) show the full-wave FDTD simulation
results for the 2D normalized intensity of the reflected beams
back into j=0° and θ=12°, 30°, 50°, and 66.5°. As shown
in figure 5(e), the half power beam width (HPBW) of
reflected beams are achieved, 7.5°, 8°, 10.5°, and 16.5°, in
the x–z plane. It can be clearly seen that the designed meta-
surface scans the beam in the desired direction, but as

expected, the increment of the steering beam angle would
result in some destructive effects such as larger side lobes, the
fat profile of the main lobe, and a shift of the intensity peak
position. These artifacts arise due to the finite size of the
array, the imperfect realization of the required phase, and
abrupt phase change in neighbour elements. Fortunately, the
level of the sidelobes and the shift of maxima are not sig-
nificant enough to cause a considerable effect on the perfor-
mance of the reflectarray antenna. In this section, we restrict
our design to finite 20×20 array and the entire array is
modelled and investigated accurately by FDTD simulation in
order to consider all in-plane coupling effects between ele-
ments. A larger array can ameliorate the previously men-
tioned artifacts because of two key reasons. Firstly, based on
the antenna theory and phased array concept [23], increasing
the overall length of a reflectarray antenna (aperture size) can
help to concentrate the light with a narrower divergence angle
(smaller HPBW) and also to reduce the side lobes. Secondly,
the unit cells of the antenna array are oriented in an aperiodic
scheme to realize the required phase distribution. It should be
mentioned that although the elements are geometrically the
same, the active layers of ITO below nanoantennas become
different according to different applied voltages. When the
reflectarray becomes larger, each unit-cell behaves much

Figure 4. (a)–(b) The required phase discontinuity to steer the
impinging plane wave towards θ=12°, 30°, 50°, and 70° at
=f 218.2 THz. The markers indicate the sampling of the phase

profile at each unit-cell.

Figure 5. (a)–(d) Full-wave FDTD simulation results for the 2D
normalized intensity of the reflected beam in j=0 and θ=12°,
30°, 50°, and 66.5° for the x-polarized incident beam. (e) The results
in (a)–(d) in the x–z plane (elevation plane).
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closer to periodic characteristics (figure 2). The required
phase distribution to steer a y-polarized beam towards a
desired angle of [θ, j] can be calculated in a similar fashion
and due to the symmetrical geometry of unit-cell along both x
and y directions, the results of figure 2 can be utilized in order
to calculate the required effective plasma frequency at the
accumulation layer (associated with the required DC voltage
bias) to realize the phase delay at each unit-cell. The beam
scanning results for y-polarized beams are omitted here for
the sake of brevity.

4. Two-dimensional beam steering

In the 1D reflectarray antenna design, the phase distribution
varies only in the x-direction (or y-direction). As a con-
sequence, it can only manipulate the incident beam in the x–z
(or y–z) plane. This implicitly means that the optical device is
unable to steer the beam toward all the desired points in the
space. This crucial restriction reveals the necessity of
designing a reflectarray antenna with the capability of 2D
beam scanning. To realize this metasurface, both phase dis-
tributions for x and y directions should be satisfied which
dictate applying a 2D biasing layout as shown in figure 1(c).
The required interfacial phase distribution to steer the incident
beam at j=20° and θ=30° for a 30×30 array
(≈11λ×11λ) metasurface is plotted in figure 6(a). There-
fore, we must find the proper effective plasma frequency at
the accumulation layer of each unit-cell (figure 2(b)) in order
to consider the effect of the required DC voltage bias in our
simulation. The 2D normalized intensity of the steered beam
is shown in figure 6(b) which is in a great agreement with the
desired direction calculated from the phased-array theory [1].
In order to provide more clarification regarding the perfor-
mance of the presented metasurface, we redesign the array to
steer the light in large scanning angles of θ=40° and

j=40. Fortunately, the array is sufficiently large to suc-
cessfully demonstrate the beam scanning capability of the
antenna even for such great angles in both θ and j simulta-
neously [figures 6(c) and (d)]. In figures 6(a) and (c), nx and
ny refer to the unit-cell numbers along x- and y-directions.

5. Conclusions

In summary, an electrically tunable reflectarray plasmonic
patch nanoantennas with potential for 1D and 2D beam
steering in the NIR regime is designed by integrating a thin
layer of ITO into the patch substrate. The scanning angle can
be feasibly controlled by adjusting the 1D/2D voltage biasing
distribution, and feed network from the side. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that 2D beam scanning by
ITO-plasmonic patch antennas is demonstrated. The pre-
sented methodology is of significant interest and can be rea-
lized at any NIR operating frequency with controlling the
parameters of ITO films along the deposition technique.
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